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Many of the salespeople we work with tell us that they are good at, and truly enjoy, delivering 
presentations. A lot of them tell us they feel that they are most “in their element” when 

they’re in front of a prospect, or a group of prospects, working their way through a 
PowerPoint, talking with deep enthusiasm and lots of detail, about what they are 

recommending and why.

But there’s a problem. For most of these salespeople, an unacceptably high  
percentage of the traditional presentations they have been taught to 

deliver – or, in some cases, ordered to deliver – result in a “Let 
me think it over” response. Which is, let’s face it, the last thing 

we want to hear, because then we’re in limbo.

And maybe, just maybe, we sometimes use presentations as 
a crutch. It’s a whole lot easier to deliver a big presentation 
than it is to do the person-to-person diagnostics and the deep 
analysis necessary, to create a truly meaningful conversation 
with the prospect.

Let me ask you this: When was the last time you, as a 
consumer, experienced a presentation that was so good, so 
powerful, so compelling, that when it was over, you instantly 

said to yourself, “Gosh, I have to buy this right now!”

Be honest. Hardly ever, right? Maybe even never.

Now stop for a moment and think about that ... and then ask 
yourself another tough question: How much sense does it make for 

us as sales professionals to rely on the traditional “presentation step” 
to generate business, when it has been proven, time and time again, not to 

be particularly good at delivering revenue for us?

If we are honest with ourselves, we will admit that what the traditional “presentation 
step” is really best at is generating a “Let me think about it” response. And if that’s not 

what we’re after, it makes sense for us to ask why that is so. 

“Let me ask you this: When was the last time you, as a consumer, 
experienced a presentation that was so good, so powerful, so compelling, 
that when it was over, you instantly said to yourself, ‘Gosh, I have to 
buy this right now!’”
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The traditional “presentation step” doesn’t work because it relies on the presentation itself to do 
the work of convincing someone to buy. We think the presentation is a closing tool. This aspect of 
the classic, familiar approach to selling can be boiled down to four simple words: “Qualify Easy, 
Close Hard.” In other words: virtually everyone who is willing to sit still for a presentation, gets a 
presentation. And virtually everyone who sits through our presentation is then subjected to various 
“closing techniques.”

At Sandler, we propose an entirely different selling philosophy: “Qualify Hard, Close Easy.” There are 
three critical steps that make it possible to qualify hard and close in such a way that the customer 
does most of the closing. It doesn’t get much easier than that! 

These three steps, as it turns out, are ones that most salespeople who follow the traditional presentation 
approach, either minimize or overlook entirely. Therefore, it’s important that we take a closer look at the 
faulty assumptions that lie beneath the traditional “presentation step.” 

Too many salespeople have fooled themselves into believing that their presentation is a kind of magic 
wand, something they can wave at prospects and instantly turn them into customers. There is no such 
magic wand. The traditional “presentation step” pressures buyers, steers them toward commitments 
they’re not emotionally prepared to make, and generally makes them feel pressured to buy. News flash: 
people don’t like being pressured! 

Take a closer look at the traditional “presentation step” and I think you will get a clearer sense of the 
massive negative emotional impact it has on your prospective buyers.

WHY THE TRADITIONAL PRESENTATION 
MODEL DOESN’T WORK

“QUALIFY HARD, 
 CLOSE EASY.”
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Let’s assume you are considering a major purchase: a vacation to Greece.

So let’s play this out. Greg, your travel agent, is following the traditional sales approach. You and Greg 
are talking, and you mention that you’ve been thinking of a trip to Greece for your next vacation. In 
fact, you’ve been thinking of it for a long time. That’s all Greg knows. 

Suppose Greg says, “From what you have been telling me, it’s obvious that you’ve been putting 
this trip off for a pretty long time. You know what? I really think it’s time that you take that trip. 
Fortunately, we have just the trip for you. We have three options, and I’m sure one of them will 
make sense for you. Option one is our most affordable package. It’s $4,695, and it includes airfare 
and 10 days and nine nights in Greece. The second option is $6,300, and it’s 12 days and eleven 
nights, so you get to spend a little more time exploring. And the third option is our deluxe package. 
It’s $7,200, giving you 14 days and 13 nights, and it includes a trip led through the classical 
Greek ruins, such as the Acropolis, led by a qualified guide. Now, which of these would you like to  
purchase – option one, option two, or option three?”

Let’s call a time out on this particular “presentation step” to ask an important question. If you’re the 
prospect, how are you feeling right about now?

Be honest. You’re feeling sold to. You’re feeling stressed and more than a little pressured. You’re 
feeling like it’s all about the salesperson and not about you. You’re not feeling good about it and you’re 
eager to get out of this conversation. 

What’s the simplest, least risky way to do that? Simple. You’re going to nod your head and say 
something like. “That all sounds very interesting. Tell you what. Let me take a couple of days to think 
about this, and I’ll get back to you” – the traditional “Let me think it over” response. 

THE CLASSIC “PRESENTATION STEP”

TAKE YOUR SALES PRESENTATION FROM

“Let me think about it”
to “Gotta Have It!”
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Now let’s assume you have a whole different conversation, with a whole different dynamic. You and 
Greg are sitting having coffee together. You’re just two friends hanging out, and Greg happens to be 
a travel agent. You happen to mention that you’ve been thinking for years now about going taking a 
really nice vacation, but you haven’t been able to make that happen yet.

Suppose Greg were to say, “Well, I’m guessing that is probably a tough decision. Is one of the things 
that is holding you back spending the money?”

And suppose you tell Greg that one of the reasons you’ve held back is that it does seem like a lot of 
money to spend on yourself. You have plenty of money saved, but somehow you feel a little funny 
about dropping a lot of it on a big vacation, something that will only last a week or two.

And then suppose Greg says, “Okay – well, if money were no object and you had an unlimited supply 
of money where would you go?”

And instantly you answer: Greece. 

Greg replies, “Wow. That’s interesting. Is there anything in particular that draws you to Greece? What, 
specifically, is the attraction there?”

And you tell Greg that, for years, decades even, you’ve been fascinated by Greek history and myths. 
You’ve read the Odyssey a dozen times in five different translations. And, you’ve devoured every 
book you’ve been able to get your hands on about ancient Greece. You consider yourself an aspiring 
historian of ancient Greek culture and society. Every picture you’ve ever seen of the ancient Greek 
ruins convinces you that this would be a fascinating, and beautiful, place to visit.

So Greg takes all of that in. Then he says, “Listen. Do you mind if I ask you a question that some 
people might consider personal?”

You tell Greg to go ahead and ask, and see what happens.

Greg says, “Well, I know from our past conversations that you’re a professional, and that you’re pretty 
successful in your field. I can’t help wondering – is there maybe some guilt attached to spending 
money on yourself? Could that be a part of the reason you’re hesitating about this?”

A DIFFERENT APPROACH

—continued on page 6
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Consider: The conversation where Greg tries to ram the sale down your throat with the traditional 
selling model: Qualify easy, close hard. Prospects tend to want to find a way out of it.

By contrast, the conversation where Greg is a friend who happens to be a travel agent, and who doesn’t care 
whether you buy anything, but is there to support you as you identify the relevant facts about yourself and 
your situation, is the Sandler selling model: Qualify hard, close easy. Notice that that second conversation 
is the only one where you are likely to feel okay about sharing important information with Greg.

And yes, that was qualifying that was taking place, or at least beginning to take place, in that 
second conversation. The point to grasp right now, though, is that, in both discussions, you weren’t 
emotionally ready for a presentation yet. The difference is that, in the traditional model, Greg has been 
trained to ignore that reality. And in the Sandler model, Greg is completely aware of that reality, and 
supporting the conversation that needs to happen in order for you to reach the point where Greg can 
think about recommending something to you.

 
It has to happen before the presentation. And specifically, it has to cover three elements.

A DEEPER CONVERSATION

You think about this for a moment, and then you say that, yes, it’s possible that guilt might be a factor 
in your putting this off. You hadn’t considered it from that angle before, but it’s definitely something 
that could be holding you back. You’ve got plenty of cash saved up, but you’ve never really given 
yourself a major vacation before. Your mom always told you that money didn’t grow on trees. 

Then Greg asks you, “Just out of curiosity – have you ever spent a significant amount of money on 
something that was just for yourself? I’m not talking about something functional, like a car or a home, 
but something major that was purely for your own enjoyment. Have you ever done that?”
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At Sandler, we accept that the 
qualifying conversation needs to be trusting, 

thorough, conducted between peers, 
and mutually beneficial.
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Let’s get down to brass tacks. If we are ready for a presentation, that means we’ve done three key things 
in a careful diagnostic process, as though this were a doctor’s office, and we were evaluating a patient. 
The first of those things is what we at Sandler call, “uncovering pain.” 

With good questions, we help the prospect uncover what potential 
problems they have, and we help the prospect to distinguish between 
the actual problem and the symptoms of that problem. We figure out 
whether the problem we uncover is one that we can solve and the 
prospect is motivated to solve. 

Basically we’re using effective questioning to highlight the possible 
contrast between where the prospective buyer is right now and where 
he or she wants to be. For instance, in the vacation example we just 
looked at, Greg might discover that you are a frustrated historian who 
has always dreamt about visiting Greece. Greg might highlight the 
contrast between the scenario of you leaving that “bucket list” item 
unfulfilled indefinitely – and the scenario of you growing as a person 
by learning to spend money on yourself for a change, and pursuing 
what really interests you most.

Here’s the big thing to remember: pain has to exist in the prospect’s 
world already in order for us to deliver a presentation. We can’t create 
it. If there is no emotional need for the person to move from where he 
or she is right now to a place where he or she wants to be, we do not 
present any recommendation. 

THE FIRST KEY TO A GREAT SALES PRESENTATION: 
UNCOVERING PAIN

“Here’s the big thing to remember: pain has to  
 exist in the prospect’s world already in order  
 for us to deliver a presentation.”

UN
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The second thing we need to cover in our pre-presentation conversation is a reasonable agreement 
on the other person’s willingness and ability to spend money to solve the problem. There are other 
resources that may also come into play – political capital within the person’s organization, say or time 
– but typically money is the most important element to be covered in this part of the conversation. 

Many salespeople themselves, are uncomfortable discussing money directly, and avoid engaging with 
prospects about this topic. All that means is, that they may have some “head trash” to get rid of. 

In this scenario, Greg would need to say something like the following: “You know, a trip to Greece 
could cost a lot of money. Why don’t we take a couple of minutes and talk about what you are willing 
and able to invest in yourself in the form of a trip to Greece. It might turn out that a trip to Greece isn’t 
the best option for you.”

When you are identifying the budget available, it’s important to look both at what the person is willing 
to spend and what the person is able to spend. You might be willing to spend $25,000 on that trip to 
Greece if you had the funds available, but not able to do, 
because you only have $2,000 in your bank account. 
Sometimes it might be exact opposite: you are able 
to spend $25,000 on the vacation – that discretionary 
income exists – but you are unwilling, for whatever 
reason, to spend more than $5,000.

So if Greg is the seller, he needs to have a gentle but 
direct discussion with you about money. He needs to 
know how much of it is actually available. Once Greg 
knows that, he can help both you both understand 
whether the things you want to accomplish can be done 
for that much money. It’s not a matter of me chiseling 
more dollars out of or coaxing more dollars out of you. 
Greg is just trying to match up what you’re willing and 
able to spend with what you’re trying to accomplish. If 
Greg doesn’t have that information, or can’t get it, he 
should not make a recommendation.

THE SECOND KEY TO A GREAT SALES PRESENTATION: 
IDENTIFYING THE BUDGET 

IDENTIFY THE 
BUDGET
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THE THIRD KEY TO A GREAT SALES PRESENTATION: 
CLARIFYING THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS

The third thing Greg needs before he moves into the pre-
sentation is absolute clarity about how you are going 

to go about making a decision.

Are you going to be making this decision about 
going to Greece on your own? Is there a spouse 
or romantic partner who will be taking part in the 
discussion? When will the decision be taking 
place? Is it something you want to decide on 
within the next week, or is it something more 
long term?  Are you going to go to three other 
travel agencies, or is this something you and I will 
be working out exclusively together? What will your 

final criteria for making the decision be?

Greg has a right – and a responsibility – to figure 
all of this out before I make my presentation. Again: If I 

don’t have this information, or I can’t get it, I do not make 
a recommendation.

CLARIFY THE
DECISION-MAKING 

PROCESS 
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If I know all three of these things – the problem you have that I know I can solve, your budget, and 
your decision-making process – and if we both agree that all three of those things line up, then I have 
three green lights. I have officially qualified you as a prospect. Yes, it may have taken a while for us to 
get here, but remember what our operating principle is: “Qualify hard – close easy.”

Once I have three green lights, then it’s presentation time. If I don’t have three green lights, it’s not 
presentation time. It’s really that simple.

The outline here may be different from what you are used to doing with your prospects. And some-
times, different is scary – at first. But if you follow this system, what you will eventually find is that you 
get a much bigger bang for your buck by investing the time, care, and attention necessary to “qualify 
hard.” As a matter of fact, many of your prospects will end up closing themselves before you even get 
to the presentation!

David Sandler, the founder of our company, had a saying: “The best presentation you will ever give 
is the one the prospect never sees.” What he meant was that when you make a point of qualifying 
effectively for pain, for budget, and for the decision-making process before you make a formal recom-
mendation, you create an environment where people feel comfortable enough to decide to buy from 
you without a presentation … and without you having to use any “closing tricks.” Isn’t that the best  
presentation any salesperson could ever hope to deliver?

ARE THERE THREE GREEN LIGHTS? 
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“The best presentation 
you will ever give is the one 
the prospect never sees.”


